A&S Newsletters

Dear Students,

/g/ on this week and next, it will be hard to choose which one to go to. I look forward to running into you Wednesday between 3-4:30pm in the Cowles Library. Or check out the snapshot of thinking big about what might be possible in the future is exciting, and I hope that all of these submissions. At least 15 of those ideas had listed A&S faculty as champions and probably say thank you for your service—A&S would not be the same without it! A big shout out also to with Admissions on convincing students to make a commitment to Drake, and are in the right words out about new majors (Spanish) and new master programs (ABA), collaborating good start. We are still finetuning class schedules for the fall, working with Marketing on getting like spring break here has little to do with planting spring flowers! I hope your week is off to a
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